
Thank you for buying Scarecrow Custom Fangs, the ORIGINAL Deluxe Fangs!
THIS KIT CONTAINS GENUINE DENTAL MATERIALS, SAFE FOR USE IN THE MOUTH & ON YOUR 

TEETH, BUT PLEASE USE COMMON SENSE, DO NOT SWALLOW ANY PART OF KIT. 
Customize your fangs once for years of snap-fi t use. NO boiling water, NO adhesives, NO partial plate. Totally 

realistic, tight-fi tting & easy to use! Read instructions before you start because there are great tips for
getting the best fi t. Look for Scarecrow fang fi tting videos on internet sites. 

1. POSITION: Depending on the size & shape of your teeth, fangs will fi t on upper or lower canines or incisors. 
In a mirror, fi nd the best position for the fi rst fang. Check the angle front-to-back & side-to-side. Practice getting 
fang into the best position with ease so that you can locate it quickly with minimal adjustment. For the best fi t, 
you’ll want to be able to slip it up on your tooth accurately rather than putting it up and then adjusting it into 
place once it has the mixture inside. Customize each fang separately. Enough material is provided to customize 
each fang twice, so you can re-adjust one if necessary.  
2. MIX: Twist ONE capsule of powder apart and empty into the carry case if your 
kit includes one, or use a shot glass or metal spoon or vessel - do not use a paper 
or plastic cup!  Tilt the carry case so that all the powder collects at the bottom 
edge of the case. Snap off bottle tip & squeeze 5 drops (For “shredders” use 
10 drops) onto the powder.  Stir with the stick provided for 30 seconds until the 
mixture is uniformly wet and turns pasty. Keep the powder/liquid mixture in a glob 
at the edge of the tilted carry case so you don’t waste any (Illustr. A):
3. FIT: Scrape ALL of the mixture onto the inside WALLS of one fang - NOT into the deep 
part of the cavity, applying it to the front & back (Illustr. B). Gently push the fang all the 
way up onto your tooth, locating the best position in one motion. For Blood-tip Fangs, DO 
NOT get mixture on red tips. The mixture should squeeze out around the edges of the cap 
into the cracks between your teeth, this is normal. The more excess you leave on between 
teeth, the better the fi t. Push the fang lightly against the front of your tooth so it has good 
contact with your gumline & looks natural. DO NOT wiggle, reposition or adjust the fang 
after you push it up onto your tooth & DO NOT attempt to remove excess material. 
4. WAIT 5 MINUTES! Flare your lips and tilt your head back (so you don’t drool) & watch a clock for 5 minutes 
as the mixture hardens.  Don’t start the other fang until 5 minutes have passed so that you don’t accidentally 
loosen the fi rst before it sets up. Do not remove the fi rst fang & practice positioning the second fang in the mir-
ror. Orient it relative to the fi rst so that it has a similar angle and looks good.  Keep in mind that mouths & teeth 
are asymmetrical and fangs may not fi t your right and left teeth exactly the same, this is natural. You are trying 
for the best fi t for each tooth.  Leaving the fi rst fang in place, customize the second fang & wait 5 more mins.
5. FINISHING:  Do not remove fangs for about 15 minutes after you complete the custom-
izing process on both fangs to allow the liner on the second fang to harden completely.  
Because the liner continues to harden for up to 24 hours, be sure to remove them after 15 
mins, don’t just leave them on for the night.  Gently push your lower teeth forward against 
the backside of the fang tips until you hear a slight click (Illustr. C). Then grab up around the 
top of the fang and edge of the liner so you don’t pull the cap off the liner. Wiggle and pull 
gently with your fi ngers until they loosen up. Your fangs will now clip on and off easily, yet fi t 
snug.After the liner has completely hardened and you have removed your fangs you can trim 
carefully with a nail clipper if you have to. The excess on the back helps the mold adhere to 
the fang cap itself, so do not trim that off.  Only trim the excess that shows on the front of the 
fang not between teeth nor on the back where it doesn’t show.

Please read these precautions thoroughly before purchasing because 
PRODUCTS THAT GO IN THE MOUTH ARE NOT RETURNABLE FOR ANY REASON…
-Fangs are NOT a toy and are not intended for use by children, choking hazard, do not swallow!  
-Keep unused kit out of the sun and other UV light sources and extreme cold and heat.
-Do not use over braces, wires, plates, crowns, bonding, veneers, dentures or ANY other dental work nor if 
you have irritated or sensitive gums nor right after a dental cleaning until your gums heal. 
-Scarecrow Inc. makes no warrantees or guarantees about fi t, use at your own risk.
- For adult entertainment purposes, never bite anyone with your fangs.
-It may not affect the fangs, but, to prevent swallowing, do not eat, drink or sleep with your fangs on
-Fake blood, or foods or drinks may stain your fangs.  
-Do not smoke while customizing fangs nor customize near open fl ame, unhardened liquid is fl ammable.
-Blood-tips, rhinestones and color fi nishes may wear or chip off with use, handle gently.
-Additional Customizing Kits are available from your retailer

Scarecrow is a registered trademark 
Patents: Custom Fangs 5,569,036 

Shredders 463,860,S Skull Box 460,354,S
 Other patents pending 

Scarecrow Inc. Grover Beach, California
 MADE IN USA SINCE 1993 

Be Safe, Have Fun, Vamp it up!

FOR ADULT USE ONLY!

FITTING TIP: These fangs fi t “most” people perfectly with one fi tting and they have a long track-record of safe 
& long-lasting wear. But, sometimes teeth are particularly small, smooth or pointed, or unusually shaped. If 
your fangs are well-positioned but you want them to fi t tighter, use a single capsule to customize again over 
the existing liner in both fangs once the fi rst liner has hardened.  
  


